
Lecture-50 

Priority Interrupt Controller: 

  In general in any application the data transfer between CPU & 

I/O devices is interrupt driven. The number of interrupts in any 

application depends upon the requirement. 

 In reality, these interrupt are asynchronous, they do not occur 

are at a time in an orderly fashion. Microprocessors have certain 

priorities established for their various inputs. A priority interrupt 

structure distinguishes among several devices simultaneously 

requesting service and assures that the device with the highest 

assigned priority is serviced first. 

 The five interrupt inputs have an internally established, fixed 

multilevel priority structure. From highest to lowest they or TRAP, 

RST7.5, RST6.5, RST5.5 and INTR. TRAP, since it is not mask able, 

is usually reserved to handle catastrophic events such as power 

failures. I/O devices are associated with the other four interrupt inputs 

in such a way that the highest priority device is connected to RST7.5, 

the next highest priority device to RST 6.5 and so on. Devices that 

require the fastest response time or that interrupt the microprocessor 

with greatest frequency are usually given the highest priority. 

 Once an interrupt occurs, the internal interrupt enable flip-flop, 

INTE f/f, is automatically cleared, allowing no more interrupt until an 

EI instruction is executed. However if for example, an RST7.5 

interrupt occurs, and the service subroutine for that interrupt 

subsequently enables the microprocessor interrupt features before its 

completion, the microprocessor can be interrupted by a lower priority, 

for instance, an RST5.5. 



 Several I/O devices can be connected to a single 

microprocessor interrupt input by ORing their interrupt request occurs 

at such an input, the particular device requesting an interrupt must be 

identified. For INTR of the 8085A, identification and transfer of control 

to the starting address if the service subroutine are done in a 

vectored manner for as many as eight devices. Each of the eight is 

assigned a different interrupt vector in the RST n instruction. The 

appropriate RST n instruction op code is placed on the data bus in 

response to  

  

 

 



 In fig, the restart instruction is generated with the aid of a 

priority encoder that supplies the three bits, NNN of the interrupt 

vector. An 8 line3 to 3 line priority encoder allows the highest priority 

device with its interrupt request flag set, to generate NNN, and thus 

be identified immediately. 

 An interrupt must be identified for INTR of the 8085A, 

identification and transfer of control to the starting address of the 

service subroutine are many in a vectored manner for as many eight 

devices. Each of the eight is assigned a different interrupt vector in 

the RST n instruction. The appropriate RST n instruction OP code is 

placed on the data bus in response to  , the I/O devices interrupt 

request F/F outputs are ORed together and connected to the  

interrupt input if fig. The restart instruction is generated with the aid of 

priority encoder that supplies the three bits. NNN of the interrupt 

vector. An 8 line to 3 line priority devices with its interrupt request flag 

set-to generate NNN and thus be identified immediately. 

 

 The truth table for an 74148 priority encoder is shown in .there 

are eight active low input to the priority encoder. When an input is 

held low, the 3-bit code representing its complement appears at 

2, 1, 0.when two or more inputs are active the output is the 

complement of the input with the highest numerical value. 

 

 

 

 



Priority 74148 Input RST 

Highest 7 0 

 6 1 

 5 2 

 4 3 

 3 4 

 2 5 

 1 6 

Lowest 0 7 

 

 The D-type positive level triggered latch allows the input to the 

priority latch allows the input to the priority encoder to follow the Q 

outputs of the interrupt flags until an  occurs. The signal 

forces the latch output to retain the values that existed at the leading 

edge of the , and enables the three state buffer, placing an RST 

instruction on the data bus. The  input this instruction on the rising 

edge of  and control is transferred to the location association 

with the RSTn instruction. 

 The priority encoder establishes priority among interrupt that 

occur simultaneously. That is, if one device sets its interrupt request 

flag, causing an interrupt, and another device sets its flag before the 

interrupt acknowledge (  occurs). The serviced the one 

connected to the highest number input of the priority encoder. 

 The instruction RST0 transfers control the first memory 

location, the same location used when an external reset is applied to 

the system. Thus, RSTo is usually not used for interrupts. The priority 



encoder establishes priority among interrupt that occur 

simultaneously. That is, if one device sets it interrupt request flag, 

causing an interrupt, and another device also sets its flag before the 

interrupt acknowledge occurs. The device serviced is the one 

connected to the highest number input of the priority encoder. 

 The INA m/c cycle automatically disables the INTE F/F so that 

no other interrupts can occur until the one being processed is 

completed. The interrupt request F/F of the device being serviced 

must be cleared.  is gated with 1- out of 8 decoder to clear the 

appropriate F/F however a programmed pulse generated by each 

device is service subroutine would have the same effect. The next to 

last instruction in the service subroutine enables the interrupt, the last 

instruction transfers control back to the instruction following the one 

that was interrupted. The lower priority of the two interrupt request will 

then cause another INA m/c cycle to occur. The low priority interrupt 

will then be serviced. 

 

 


